Quasi-likelihood and maximum likelihood estimate algorithms of the amplitude of a radio signal with free-form envelope and unknown duration and initial phase are synthesized. Characteristics of the synthesized algorithms are found. The comparison of the accuracy of amplitude estimates is carried out.
Introduction
The problem of amplitude estimation of the radio signal observed against noise is actual for many practical appendices of information theory and was repeatedly considered in the literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In [1] the determined signal amplitude estimate is considered for case when all other parameters are a priori known, and amplitude estimate characteristics are found. In work [2] the maximum likelihood estimate of amplitude of the signal with unknown nonpower parameters, and also joint estimates of rectangular pulse amplitude and duration are investigated. However in broad range of tasks of the statistical communication theory and signal processing it is often necessary to estimate amplitude of a radio signal with nonrectangular envelope and unknown duration and initial phase. Below estimate algorithms of amplitude of a narrow-band radio signal with unknown duration and initial phase are considered.
Problem Statement
So, let the additive mix 
On observable realization   t  it is necessary to generate the amplitude estimate of a useful signal (2) considering its duration and initial phase as spurious parameters in which estimation there is no necessity.
For synthesis of the amplitude estimate algorithm we will use a maximum likelihood (ML) method [2, 3] Under unknown duration, amplitude and initial phase the logarithm of LRF depends on three unknown parameters [1] [2] [3] Amplitude estimate of radio signal
Therefore, there is a prior parametrical uncertainty concerning duration and initial phase. As one of possible overcoming ways of this uncertainty we will use quasilikelihood (QL) estimate algorithm according to which instead of unknown duration τ and initial phase φ their some expected values *  and *  accordingly are used in expression (4). Thus, coherent processing is used, but duration and initial phase of reference and received radio signals can not coincide. So, we will name such amplitude estimate algorithm as quasi-coherent QL one. The second way of uncertainty overcoming consists in application incoherent QL estimate algorithm according to which the unknown initial phase is replaced by its ML estimate in expression (4), and some expected value *  instead of unknown duration τ is used as before. The third way implies application of ML estimation. In this case instead of unknown initial phase and duration their the ML estimates [1] [2] [3] are used in expression (4).
Quasi-coherent quasi-likelihood signal amplitude estimate
In the beginning let us consider quasi-coherent QL algorithm of the amplitude estimation. Quasi-coherent QL estimate represents position of a maximum of solving statistics
The estimate (6) can be found analytically. For this purpose we will equate a derivative of function (5) on variable a to zero
and will solve the given likelihood equation concerning a. Then, for amplitude estimate we have
Eq. (7) defines receiver organization. In Fig. 1 
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Let us make the analysis of quasi-coherent QL amplitude estimate algorithm. According to Eq. (7) the estimate â is Gaussian random value. We substitute realization of the observable data (1) in Eq. (7) and neglect integrals from functions oscillating with the doubled frequency  2 , by virtue of a radio signal bandlimitedness. Then, carrying out averaging operation we find statistical characteristics quasi-coherent QL estimate: bias (systematic error)  В and variance (mean square error)
is output ML receiver signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for signal with unit amplitude and duration τ,
is value characterizing a deviation of expected signal duration from its true value. We will name its as generalized duration detuning. If the initial phase is a priori known, then 0    and expressions for bias (8) and variance (9) of the estimate (6) have the appearance
(13) Bias (12) and variance (13) coincide with the similar expressions found in [4] for QL amplitude estimate of a signal without high-frequency filling and with un- 
As an example, we will consider characteristics of an amplitude estimate of the radio signal, envelope which has the form of a rectangle with bevel top [4, 5]    
where the value b characterizes a bevel top tilt. The multiplier   
Let us put into consideration the value 
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To fix the idea, we choose true value of signal duration in the middle of a prior interval (3):
is a dynamic range of change of unknown duration. . As follows from Fig. 4 , disagreement of expected initial phase value with its true value can lead to increase in variance of quasi-coherent QL estimate up many times. Therefore, in order to raise the accuracy of amplitude estimate we will consider incoherent QL algorithm according to which the unknown initial phase is replaced by its estimate in expression (4), and some expected value 
where
Maximization of the LRF (4) logarithm on a variable φ can be performed analytically. For this purpose we substitute a signal (2) in expression (4) and present LRF logarithm in a kind
Here integrals from functions oscillating with the doubled frequency are rejected, and it is designated:
Carrying out maximization of solving statistics (24) on a variable φ, we receive
Then, according to Eq. (23)
The estimate (22) can be found analytically. For this purpose we equate a derivative of function (27) 
Let us substitute Eqs. (29) in Eq. (28) and write down for incoherent QL amplitude estimates
We put into consideration normalized random variables     
Carrying out averaging, we find asymptotically (with increasing SNR) exact expressions for bias and variance of incoherent QL estimate (28)
which coincide with the similar expressions for QL amplitude estimate of a signal without high-frequency filling and with unknown duration found in [4] . 
Maximum likelihood signal amplitude estimate
To improve the accuracy of amplitude estimate, ML algorithm based on searching the position of the absolute maximum of FLR logarithm can be applied:
Here instead of unknown duration and initial phase their maximum likelihood estimates m  and m  are used that is equivalent to maximization of FLR logarithm on unknown spurious parameters. Carrying out analytical maximizing the FLR logarithm (27) on a variable a we have
Eq. (35) defines receiver structure. The receiver should form the random process (37) for all possible values of duration and find ML duration estimate as position of its maximum. Substituting found duration estimate in Eq. (35), we receive required ML amplitude estimate.
In Fig. 7 the block diagram of ML measurer of signal (2) For the analysis of ML amplitude estimate algorithm we consider the FLR logarithm (4). It represents the random field which is differentiable on parameters a, φ and nondifferentiable on a variable τ. Therefore, the amplitude and initial phase are regular (continuous) parameters of a signal (2), and duration is discontinuous parameter [2] . Thus, regularity conditions are partially broken. In work [8] it is shown that accuracy of ML estimates of regular parameters (amplitude and initial phase) does not depend on presence of unknown discontinuous parameter (duration) asymptotically (with increasing SNR). It means that bias and variance of ML amplitude estimate (35) coincide asymptotically with bias and variance (17) of amplitude estimate (16) of radio signal with a priori known duration and initial phase under great SNR. So, the dependences presented in Figs. 2-4 can be interpreted as the functions characterizing a gain in accuracy of ML estimate (35) in comparison with accuracy of quasi-coherent QL estimate (6) . Correspondingly, the dependences represented in Fig. 6 show a gain in accuracy of ML estimate (35) in comparison with accuracy incoherent QL estimate (22).
Conclusion
On the basis of the conducted statistical analysis of processing algorithms of a radio signal with unknown power and nonpower parameters an influence of prior ignorance of a signal initial phase and duration on accuracy of the amplitude estimate can be evaluated. The found theoretical expressions for losses in accuracy of amplitude estimates allow to characterize relative increase in its variance quantitatively. From their analysis, in particular, follows that discrepancy of expected value of an initial phase with its true value can lead to increase in variance of the quasi-coherent quasi-likelihood estimate up many times. Statistical characteristics
